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Executive Summary
The City of Athens/OHIO University Affordable Housing Task Force found that the
student housing market has artificially inflated the value of residential housing stock, reduces the
availability of single family rental property and led to significant growth in multi-tenant student
housing that has left a number of single family homes being abandoned or in disrepair within the
Athens’ City limits. The Task Force further heard that while there was a need for owner-occupied
and single family residential rental housing, there was insufficient critical mass to economically
justify third party development of additional housing at this time. Conversations with third party
developers and affordable housing advocates indicated that there would be the need for economic
incentives to justify building speculative housing units at this time and suggested that the region
might need an independent non-governmental entity to generate capital to buy and rehabilitate
existing housing stock or build new to meet specific market needs.
Based on the information gathered the Athens City Council/OHIO University Affordable
Housing Task Force Report recommends that The City and University should partner with other
community organizations in order to promote an increase in housing stock between the $125,000
and $250,000 level. The report further recommends that the City and University should investigate
developing a comprehensive approach to Neighborhood Housing Conversion, Revitalization and
Reconstruction. Specifically, the report calls for a neighborhood housing conversion, revitalization
and reconstruction initiative that should be both targeted (based on data) and opportunistic
(protection of existing residential housing stock). The Task Force further recommends that the
City and University consider establishing a separate 501(c)3 to manage the development of new
housing stock and the neighborhood housing conversion, revitalization and reconstruction
initiative. And finally the Report recommends that the City/University and other Athens’
employers may want to consider providing financial incentives for individuals who choose to live
in a targeted neighborhood housing conversion, revitalization and reconstruction area; and that
they may want to consider additional incentives for individuals or developers that choose to invest
in City redevelopment initiatives.
The Task Force Report underscores what many City residents already know that the issue
of affordable housing has both a social as well as economic impact on the city and its residents.
That any set of solutions for the affordable housing issue must be community based and that no
one governmental entity, constituency group or institution can do it by themselves. The report
makes clear that there will be hard decisions that will need to be made, economic risks taken and
new ways of thinking over some extended period of time if the problems are ultimately to be
solved. But the Task Force members believe the problems are solvable and look forward to
working with City Government, the University and others in the future to help with the report’s
implementation.
Introduction
The City of Athens/OHIO University Affordable Housing Task Force was created to
review best practices, investigate community affordable housing models, and identify needs and
opportunities within the Athens’ city limits to advance sustainable affordable housing for city
residents. Task Force members from the City, University and community were asked to serve
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because of the unique perspective and expertise they brought in order to help advance a shared
goal for increasing affordable housing options within the Athens’ community. The task force
members are:
Michele Papai-Task Force Co-Chair and Athens City Council
Steve Golding-Task Force Co-Chair and Vice President for Strategic Initiatives Ohio University
Paul Logue-City of Athens Planner
Christy Zempter-Assistant Director for Communications, Undergraduate Admissions Ohio
University
Shari Clark-Vice Provost for Diversity and Inclusion Ohio University
Colleen Bendl-Chief Human Resource Officer Ohio University
Scott Nisley-President Hocking Valley Bank
Sara Marrs-Maxwell-Executive Director Athens County Economic Development Council
Hugh Sherman-Dean College of Business Ohio University
Kevin Markielowski-Real Estate Business Analyst Ohio University
David Averion-Manager of Real Estate Operation Ohio University
Task Force members have spent the better part of a year meeting with real estate brokers,
housing developers, local housing activists, City and University planners and others to better
understand the challenges facing the Athens’ housing market. Through this process, Task Force
members have learned a great deal and have formulated a set of recommendations that they are
proposing within this City of Athens/OHIO University Affordable Housing Task Force Report for
consideration by the Athens City Council and University leadership, as well as other community
constituency groups and organizations. A glossary of related terms is included at the end of this
report.
Before offering our recommendations, the Task Force members would like to make several
observations for those reading the report based upon what they have learned. The first observation
should not be a surprise to anyone, but is critical to understanding how best to proceed in trying to
solve the affordable housing challenge in Athens. A significant economic driver in the Athens
housing market is the student housing industry. Today this is having two distinctly different
impacts, but both are negatively effecting the Athens’ housing market. The first is the inflated
value of housing stock in Athens due to the significant influence student housing per bed revenue
generation has on housing valuations. This one factor drives residential housing valuations and
eliminates a significant portion of the single family rental market. The second impact is the growth
in the multi-student housing complexes that have drawn students away from the single family
homes and have left them abandoned or in severe disrepair and thus negatively impacting a number
of neighborhoods across the City.
A second observation relates to the development of new affordable housing units within
the City and the lack of economic incentive that currently exists. While the Task Force was able
to gather some anecdotal information that there was an unmet need for affordable residential and
single family rental housing, members of the development community indicated that from their
analysis there was insufficient pent-up demand to warrant an investment in new residential and
multi-family housing at this time. The Task Force heard that private developers would need
incentives to get them to take the economic risk and there is no current non-governmental
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organization (NGO) within the City that has the capacity to build new or buy and rehabilitate
existing single housing stock and then put it back on the market for re-sale. Task Force members
heard that it would be necessary for there to be an NGO or some other entity that was capable of
generating the necessary resources to rehabilitate existing housing stock and hold it until it can be
sold to a single family homeowner in order for the economics of such a plan to work.
And finally the Task Force members learned that there is a diverse population within the
city that is looking for affordable housing. This population includes everyone from non-tenured
junior OHIO faculty to retirees, from growing families to recently recruited employees, and from
single low-wage earners to current home owners who would like to move but cannot find suitable
housing in their price range. This diversity obviously influences the type of affordable housing
people may be looking for and therefore further exacerbates the problem of determining exactly
what type of affordable housing the City actually needs and should provide. From the Task Force
members’ perspective this has led to a belief that the best way to solve this problem is to build
flexible housing in mixed-use neighborhoods or rehabilitate existing housing stock using universal
design standards so that there are sufficient choices within the market to address the overall need.
The Athens County Ohio: Retention and Recruitment Strategy report indicates that the lack of
affordable non-student housing poses a challenge to recruitment of professionals which in turn
deters businesses and other job creators away from Athens.
The Task Force members would like to thank all those who took the time to meet with us
and to help us better understand both the challenges and opportunities that exist in Athens for
addressing the issue of affordable housing within the City. They want to underscore that they heard
the issue of affordable housing has both a social as well as economic impact on the city and its
residents, but also more broadly in Athens County as well. That any set of solutions for the
affordable housing issue must be community based and that no one governmental entity,
constituency group or institution can do it by themselves. They also want to make clear that there
will be hard decisions that will need to be made, economic risks taken and new ways of thinking
over some extended period of time if the problems are ultimately to be solved. But they do believe
the problems are solvable and look forward to working with City Government, the University and
others in the future to make this a reality.
Task Force Objective
The City of Athens and Ohio University seek to develop a strategic partnership to provide
affordable housing in support of a healthy local and regional economy in Ohio’s Appalachian
region that creates and sustains an environment where people choose to live, work, retire and
raise a family.
Rational
Through this partnership, The City of Athens and Ohio University will position the city
and the surrounding community to be able to attract and recruit educators, entrepreneurs and
service providers in support of the educational, commercial and healthcare requirements of
Ohio’s S.E. Appalachian region as a preferred destination and promote future economic growth.
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Vision

The Task Force vision complements recommendations in the City of Athens and Ohio
University respective master plans. This includes redevelopment of neighborhoods where blight
exists or can be prevented. The vision also includes development of affordable non-student
rental complexes and single family structures that can lead to mixed use
opportunities/developments. Economic hubs are part of the vision to enhance and draw families
back to Athens neighborhoods. Adequate public transportation is also necessary for successful
implementation. The ultimate Task Force vision replaces student rental dwellings with
renovated or new single family homes in specific locations. It creates and revitalizes the tax base
to improve city wide revenue that can enhance the city service offerings while providing an
environment that is inviting to local residents and visitors. The vision revolves around creating a
well-balanced multicultural community inclusive of professionals, disabled, low-income,
minorities and the under-represented, retired, families and single residents.
Gentrification is not the desired outcome, but rather creating a housing environment with
options that segue into a diverse socioeconomic and multicultural community. A diverse
community will positively impact the economy and spur business development to meet the needs
of all community members.
Keys to success*
o A shared vision and philosophy of community development practice
o A way of working together that expresses this shared vision
o Partner relationships that address inequities in power, culture, class and race
o Recognition and striving to satisfy mutual interests
o Balanced roles between advocacy and cooperation
o A pledge to a long term relationship between partners for the good of the
overall community. *(Bluestone, Maloney & White, 2003)
Guiding Principles
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase the City and region’s tax base
Promote single versus multi-family housing stock
Clarifying and enforcing the City Housing Code
Partnering with commercial entities to leverage their expertise and resources
Selective pruning where economically necessary
Affordability will have different definitions for different populations and require
multiple affordable housing strategies to meet all needs
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Recommendations
Athens City Council/OHIO University Affordable Housing Task Force recommends that:
1. The City and University should partner with other community organizations in order to
promote an increase in housing stock between the $125,000 and $250,000 level.
a. This recommendation calls for owner occupied housing stock of universal design to
be used as both starter homes and retirement housing for those looking to downsize.
b. This recommendation calls for rental housing – multi-family and townhouses – of
universal design that could be made available to a wide variety of residents with
diverse backgrounds and for both extended stays and multi-year contracts.
c. To accomplish this goal the city and university may want to consider an integrated
development plan for the type of housing required.
d. To accomplish this type of development the city and the university may want to
consider creative financial arrangements with third party developers to help manage
the housing costs for median income earners up to and including phased
development contracts, ground leases and/or land donation.
e. Fair market value for houses of universal design suggest that houses in the specified
price range ($125,000 to $250,000) would be out of reach by low income and under
privileged buyers, therefore it is suggested that homebuyer assistance programs be
explored.
2. The City and University should investigate developing a comprehensive approach to
Neighborhood Housing Conversion, Revitalization and Reconstruction. This
recommendation calls for a neighborhood housing conversion, revitalization and
reconstruction initiative that should be both targeted (based on data) and opportunistic
(protection of existing residential housing stock).
a. Task Force members felt that a comprehensive approach would have a bigger
impact on the problem than an opportunistic strategy. They observed that an
enhanced approach may require zoning changes and must be coordinated with
infrastructure improvements, code enforcement, and other improvements in order to
make the neighborhood economically attractive to home buyers.
b. Task Force members further observed that the strategy needs to be sufficiently
flexible to allow for opportunistic housing acquisition where some entity could be a
catalyst to provide assistance by buying and/or holding a residential home until a
single-family buyer could be identified rather than let it be siphoned off for student
rental housing.
c. For both strategies to work, Task Force members recommend that an individual or
entity be created to oversee the implementation of the Athens City Council/OHIO
University Affordable Housing Task Force Recommendations
d. Task Force members recognized that there are a variety of different neighborhood
revitalization initiatives nationally. These programs need to be explored to find the
right combination for the Athens market.
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3. The City and University should consider establishing a separate 501(c) 3 to manage the
development of new housing stock and the neighborhood housing conversion,
revitalization and reconstruction initiative.
a. Potential entity- Land Bank is the practice of aggregating parcels of land for future
sale or development. A study by Vogt Santer identifies land banking as a solution to
the housing issues.
i. Potential funding sources
1. Delinquent property tax fines
2. Similar funding mechanism to Athens County Economic
Development Council
i. Membership fees
3. Revenue from new permit requirements
4. Fests and Block Party permits
5. Grant funding
ii. Structure:
 “Created by government but not government”. Private, non-profit-not
a county agency, governed by a Board of Directors with oversight by
County Treasurer.
1. A strategic triangle approach indicates that the entity must have
these essential parameters in order to be effective champions of the
initiative.
i. Land Bank Capacity-department and staff designed to meet
the goals of the Task Force. (Create a fully equipped staff
to address the demands of affordable housing)
i. Grant writing expertise
ii. Knowledge of various financing structures and
relatable housing/urban planning initiatives (TIF,
special improvement districts, cluster development
etc.)
iii. Experience with redevelopment programs and
strategies (inclusionary zoning, code enforcement
etc.)
ii. Land Bank Authority-Appropriate power (or support) to
oversee and facilitate projects
i. Diverse Board of Directors in addition to Ohio
Revised Code required members (i.e. County
Treasurer, County Commissioner, etc.)
1. Suggestions
a. Athens Chamber and/or AUBA
representation
b. City leadership representation
c. Neighborhood group representation
d. Ohio University representation
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e. OhioHealth representation

Authority

Value outcomes

Capacity

iii. Land Bank Value outcomes- Projects-entice development
and movement to specified area
i. Land Bank, Local Banks and Ohio University can
partner to provide community seminars on various
types of available housing initiatives and ways
residents can utilize them
b. Potential entity Community Development Corporation (Page 6 of the Athens
Comprehensive Plan 2020)
i. Tax exempt 501(c)3 organization able to accept donations and secure
funding from sources not accessible by the City
ii. Would be able to facilitate development projects on their own or in
partnership with other entities
iii. Beneficial to cities because they strengthen the delivery system in regards
to revitalization strategies and other improvement projects (Athens
Comprehensive Plan 2020)
1. Potential initial projects:
i. Neighborhood redevelopment-West side neighborhoods
and pockets of redevelopment in other Athens
neighborhoods
i. Syracuse University and the City of Syracuse, New
York partnered on a similar project named the
“Near West Side Initiative. It was a revitalization
project focused on attracting and retaining faculty
members under 40 looking for low-cost good
quality homes. (Hickson & Dowdy, 2014)
ii. Housing development complex (non-student) in a strategic
location with access to public transportation routes and
current or future economic hubs.
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iii. Ohio University can provide research assistance, conduct
data collection, surveys, polling and data interpretation to
assist in moving project forward
4. The City/University and other Athens’ employers may want to consider providing
financial incentives for individuals who choose to live in a targeted neighborhood
housing conversion, revitalization and reconstruction area. Additionally, incentives
should be identified for individuals or developers that chose to invest in this
redevelopment initiative.
a. The UniverCity Neighborhood Partnership Affordable Housing Program (Iowa
City, Iowa/University of Iowa)
b. Tax increment financing (TIF)
c. Special rental permits with reduced fees
d. Special improvement districts
e. Tax credit donation (University of Maryland/College Park, Maryland)
5. Athens City Council/OHIO University Affordable Housing Task Force looked at several
financial models that could be used to implement their recommendations
a. The limited scope of this report merely recognizes the numerous potential financing
strategies for redevelopment. Each individual project will require specific
evaluation to determine successful outcomes.
b. Iowa City, Iowa, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Detroit, Michigan are utilizing
land banks for revitalization projects.
Relevant Supporting Information
•

Athens County has the highest rate of renter households in the 32-County
Appalachian Ohio Region (Vogt Santer-Executive Summary)

•

The rent disparity between student and non-student housing ranges from $86 to $895
per month, depending upon bedroom type (Vogt Santer-Executive Summary)

•

This disparity, and increasing demand for student housing, is pushing rents up and out
of reach to low-income households (Vogt Santer-Executive Summary)

•

There is support in Athens City for an additional 192 non-student rental housing units
between 2012 and 2017 (Vogt Santer-Executive Summary)

•

Infill housing within the existing neighborhood fabric is considered optimal (Vogt Santer-

Executive Summary)
•

Obtaining additional project-based subsidies will enable well-placed properties to
lease up quickly and maintain high occupancy rates (Vogt Santer-Executive
Summary)
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•

In high cost housing markets, like college communities, households on fixed
incomes, lower income families, and many senior households often find it difficult to
remain in the community. Many communities, therefore, take pro-active steps and
offer various incentives to developers and nonprofit housing providers to develop
needed affordable housing so that a balanced market can be achieved (Athens
Comprehensive Plan 2020)

•

This lack of housing supply has meant a loss of potential tax revenue for the City that
could be used to offset the increasing cost of City services (Athens Comprehensive
Plan 2020)

•

To maintain housing quality and standards many people think the City should become
more aggressive with its code enforcement (Athens Comprehensive Plan 2020)

•

People are generally supportive of increased fees, licenses, and fines to pay for
additional code enforcement personnel (Athens Comprehensive Plan 2020)

•

The need for senior housing within both the affordable market and upscale ones is an
issue that is likely to become more important in the near future (Athens
Comprehensive Plan 2020)

•

That the city allows the houses to be so run down while landlords continue to collect
overinflated rent has a direct negative impact on attracting talent to the region. The
bigger travesty: The Athens housing industry should be a revenue center, instead it
hurts the town’s aesthetics and appeal” (Athens County Ohio: Retention and
Recruitment Strategy - Marrs & Uijt de Haag).

Next steps
This report will be presented to the Athens City Council Chair and Ohio University
President for review, approval and further discussion. The recommendations will be explored in
detail and appropriate decisions will be made to combine resources to successfully develop an
appropriate housing strategy.
Conclusion
As part of the evaluation, the Task Force members arranged a bus tour on August 17th,
2016. The tour supports the need to create a comprehensive housing strategy, since Task Force
members were able to see firsthand the conditions in several areas around the Ohio University
Campus. The tour specifically focused on areas graded by the County Auditor as D and E on the
maps provided by the Athens’ City Planner.
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Photographic evidence of some properties has been included below:

First Avenue-Athens Ohio. Photo provided by David Averion

Brown Avenue- Athens, Ohio. Photo provided by David Averion
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Brown Avenue-Athens, Ohio. Photo provided by David Averion

The Task Force examined the local rental market and found that there are areas ready for
revitalization. Information provided by the Athens City Planner show that the student rental
market continues to escalate in the neighborhoods surrounding campus.
•
•
•

2010—there were 1863 parcels with rental permits on them. The total maximum
permitted occupancy of those permits was 15124.
2012—there were 1916 parcels (increase of 56 over 2010) with rental permits on them.
The total maximum permitted occupancy of those permits was 15574 (increase of 450
occupants over 2010).
2015-- there were 1933 parcels (increase of 70 over 2010) with rental permits on them.
The total maximum permitted occupancy of those permits was 16153 (increase of 1029
over 2010).

“With respect to the quality variable, we used the Athens County Auditor’s grading scale to
make a general assessment on the condition of permitted rentals within the City of Athens.
•

There are 1539 parcels that match parcel IDs with the auditor data.
o 5 are A grade (the best grade)
o 146 are B grade
o 949 are C grade
o 423 are D grade
o 16 are E grade (the worst grade)

Of the total parcels, 1372 are graded a C or worse while only 167 are B or better. 439
neighborhood properties are rated D and E. These are properties that should be evaluated for
revitalization opportunities. A report created by the Ohio University OU4C Committee and The
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Athens County Economic Development Council documents that Athens is losing opportunities to
attract businesses and residents by not addressing housing needs. A majority of the businesses
polled for the report indicate that salary and housing issues lead the recruitment challenges for
Athens. “What is available is either not affordable, is poorly maintained, or is catering only to
students.”
Barnes and Dowdy from the Education Advisory Board (EAB) indicate in their 2014
report titled “On Campus Housing for Faculty and Staff’ that housing adjacent to university
campuses is typically too expensive for those with median incomes to afford without appropriate
housing strategies. The competition between students and median income workers
predominantly results in students living in poor conditions and median income workers living
outside city limits. Without an intervening process to address the circumstances, the
neighborhoods will continue to become student occupied with a low or no likelihood that
conditions will improve. Nationwide, community university partnerships have addressed these
same circumstances. Campus Partners is a nationally recognized organization that is addressing
similar problems around The Ohio State University campus in Columbus, Ohio. Campus
Partners is known for successfully revitalizing campus borders while creating vibrant economic
centers utilized by students, staff and the community. Iowa City, Iowa and the University of
Iowa are addressing issues associated with the lack of affordable housing for local residents.
They are finding that there is not one specific solution but rather a plethora of programs and
projects that need to be evaluated to improve their housing situation.
The benefits from successful implementation of a housing strategy can be linked to
increased revenue resulting from neighborhood revitalization, increased property values and
additional revenue streams from new economic hubs servicing families moving inside the core
city. Studies by the Education Advisory Board show that campus involvement from the
community and staff increases as adjacent neighborhoods are converted from student rentals to
family residences. The benefits from revitalizing neighborhoods results in positive financial
outcomes (Barnes & Dowdy, 2014).
There are no incentives for conditions to improve without implementation of a housing
strategy. Both the City of Athens and Ohio University can benefit from a strong alliance to
address affordable housing in Athens The City of Athens and Ohio University have the
appropriate resources to develop a successful housing strategy that can create enormous value
outcomes for the entire community. The Task Force believes the time is now to develop and
implement a sustainable affordable housing strategy.
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Glossary
Affordable housing-The standard by which residents pay a reasonable price for housing.
Typically less than 30% of income. (A cost burden results if more than 30% of income is paid
for housing which results in less money for food, utilities, medical, clothing and transportation
necessities).
Flexible housing-Housing that can adapt to the ever changing needs of users.
Mixed use neighborhoods-Neighborhoods with a mix of residences, office and retail outlets.
Tax base-The aggregate value of the financial streams or assets on which tax can be imposed
Fair market housing-Appropriate pricing for housing based on local conditions. (College
communities experience fair market difficulties due to per bed pricing and increased
competition).
Median income-The amount that divides the income distribution into two equal groups, half
having income above that amount, and half having income below that amount.
501©3-The most common type of US tax-exempt nonprofit organization falls under category
501(c)(3), whereby a nonprofit organization is exempt from federal income tax if its activities
have the following purposes: charitable, religious, educational, scientific, literary, testing for
public safety.
Land Bank -The practice of aggregating parcels of land for future sale or development.
Community Development Corporation-(CDC) is a not-for-profit organization incorporated to
provide programs, offer services and engage in other activities that promote and
support community development. CDCs usually serve a geographic location such as a
neighborhood or a town.
Universal design- Exceeds their minimum specifications for accessible design and results
in homes that are usable by and marketable to almost everyone.
TIF-Tax increment financing is a public financing method that is used as a subsidy for
redevelopment, infrastructure, and other community-improvement projects in many countries.
Blight- The process whereby a previously functioning city, or part of a city, falls into disrepair
and decrepitude.
Housing stock- The houses and other places to live that are available in a town, country or area.
Housing conversion-Conversion of student rental houses and vacant houses back to single
family homes.
Infill housing-New houses constructed on vacant, underused lots interspersed among older,
existing properties in established urban neighborhoods. However, others broaden the definition
to include major refurbishing or reuse of existing homes or buildings.
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Cluster development- The economic development of relatable and/or supportive businesses.
Inclusionary zoning-(IZ) is an affordable housing tool that links the production of affordable
housing to the production of market-rate housing. IZ policies either require or encourage new
residential developments to make a certain percentage of the housing units affordable to low- or
moderate- income residents.
Gentrification- A process of renovation and revival of deteriorated urban neighborhoods by
means of influx of more affluent residents, which results in increased property values and the
displacing of lower-income families and small businesses.
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